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Code_Aster Professional Network
aims to spread and to acknowledge
the benefits of
Code_Aster and Salome-Meca
Ten issues since July 2015 and now in
Spanish with the help of SCOPE Ingenieria
and in Italian with the help of SimulEase

• Trainings and meetings in the world
• Benchmarks and industrial
applications of Code_Aster
• Code_Aster as a PhD platform
• Projects for digital twins

Illustrations by KOBE Engineering and SIXENCE NECS

Jean-Raymond Lévesque
Representative of Code_Aster ProNet
contact@code-aster-pronet.org

New members
Since 01/2018
ARGENTINA

FRANCE

DENMARK

RUSSIA

TUNISIA

MOROCCO

June 2018

Code_Aster Open source for sustainable development
Join the network!
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TRAINING

Value added resellers in the world
Over time the network of service providers for installing, training and getting
support for Code_Aster and Salome Meca has spread out of France
•
•
•
•
•

In 2018 several
training sessions
for Code_Aster and
Salome-Meca are
proposed

NOBO Solutions for Poland and Russia
Gmech Computing and SIMXON for Denmark
www.phimeca.com/Formations
SCOPE Ingenieria for Argentina and Latin America
Ingenieurbüros (Mickaël GRABIETZ, Johannes ACKVA, VONSTEIN and
partners) for Germany
PHIMECA Engineering for UK and Maghreb

Training and meetings in the world

www.code-aster-services.org

United Kingdom
Code_Aster Users' Day – 11th September 2018 – Manchester
- Updates on Code_Aster and Salome-Meca, including
AsterStudy
- Presentation of Code_Aster next generation version with HPC,
available soon
- Several technical presentations
- Discussion with Code_Aster developers and experts

www.cevaa.com

www.code-aster.de/services

CONTACT PHILIPPE MARTINUZZI Philippe.Martinuzzi@edfenergy.com

Italy

www.vonstein-partner.de

Italian Code_Aster and Salome_Meca users’ day – 16th November 2018 –
Modena.Organized by Kobe Engineering and Conoscerelinux
CONTACT VLADIMIR CERISANO KOVACEVIC vladimir.kovacevic@kobe-ie.com
www.scopeingenieria.com

Canada
Seminar Code_Aster 2018 – 16th May 2018, University of Sherbrooke,
Québec, Canada
- Modeling with shell element of sections of pylons (H-Q Equipment)
- Incremental static analysis with tower beam elements (
- Analysis of pylons by sub structuring (Sherbrooke university)
CONTACT SEBASTIEN LANGLOIS Sebastien.Langlois@USherbrooke.ca

Webinars - Online courses - Blogs
FEA & CAD
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Anisim Open Source
Engineering Software

TUTORIALS
The course materials used
by EDF for in-house
training are online and
written directly in English.
New release 2017/12
http://codeaster.org/spip.php?rubrique68
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Benchmarking Code_Aster
Numerical benchmark results on internal swelling reaction in
concrete obtained with Code_Aster at RILEM TC 259-ISR
P. MORENON, A. SELLIER, S. MULTON (LMDC TOULOUSE – FRANCE)
E. GRIMAL, P. KOLMAYER (EDF CIH)
The subject matter of the TC 259-ISR of International Union of Laboratories and Experts in Construction
Materials, Systems and Structures are:
With aging infrastructures, instances of Alkali Silica Reaction (ASR) and Delayed Ettringite Formation (DEF), broadly
covered under the term Internal Swelling Reaction (ISR), are increasingly being detected.
They have been observed in bridges, dams, and most recently in nuclear power plants. Concrete swelling may result
in bridge partial failure, dams with structural cracks and misaligned turbine shafts, and locked slice gates.

A recent meeting (2018 – May 21th – 22th) at Denver (USA) proof has illustrated the quality of the implementation
of these modellings in Code_Aster.
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Code_Aster as an industrial R&D platform
Development of GLRC_HEGIS constitutive model for reinforced concrete
walls and slabs for nuclear engineering applications
MIGUEL HUGET - EGIS INDUSTRIES
During the PhD Thesis of Miquel HUGUET (EGIS Industries, Ecole Centrale Nantes, EDF R&D) the theory of the
GLRC_HEGIS model has been formulated and implemented in Code_Aster and applications on simple mock-up
structures have been considered: CEOS, SAFE reinforce concrete walls. Work on that model has continued at
EGIS Industries to further optimize the numerical implementation and applications on more complex structures
were successfully passed: CASH and SMART reinforced concrete buildings.
Recently launched, the PhD Thesis of Olivier LHERMINIER (EGIS Industries, IFSTTAR) will extend further the
GLRC_HEGIS model to take into account more nonlinear mechanical phenomena and consider applications on
entire buildings of nuclear power plants (NPP).

Assessment of the seismic capacity of reinforced concrete buildings
After Fukushima-Daiichi NPP accident, the need of a correct assessment of the seismic capacity of reinforced
concrete buildings has increased: nonlinear structural finite elements calculations using Code_Aster have thus
increased and rely on:
- Pushover (pseudo-static) analysis,
- Nonlinear transient dynamic analysis,
- Assessment of crack width (maximum and residual).
Given that the horizontal stability of NPP buildings is assured by reinforced concrete walls, their modelling is of
high importance.

New GLRC_HEGIS innovative model formulation
1. RC panel (in-plane forces) with one crack family
Analytical multi-scale analysis
2. RC panel with 2 crack families EXTENSION of 1
3. RC plate submitted to out-of-plane bending moments EXTENSION of 2

𝐿𝑦

𝑠𝑟
𝑠𝑟,𝑥

𝑠𝑟,𝑦
𝐿𝑥

RC wall 3 of CEOS.FR Project
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Code_Aster as an industrial platform
VICAT Sigma Béton uses Code_Aster to develop innovative construction
methods and to assist their customers with massive structures projects
ÉRIC LEFEBVRE, VICAT – SIGMA BETON
Code_Aster is the most effective simulation tool to model the varied range of concrete: light concrete, Ultra High
Performance Reinforced Concrete (UHPRC), recycled concrete, …
Determination of the residual stresses for cladding and frame with reinforced concrete
Smart-Up, an ultra-high-performance concrete, displays a superior tensile and compressive strength and
important flexibility throughout making. This type of concrete could reinforce massive structures or realize a thin
cladding with complex shapes. The validation of Smart-UP by the CSTB (Scientific and Technical Center for
Building) requires some numerical and experimental studies. The different non-linear behaviors included in
Code_Aster as well as its MFRONT module proved reliable tools to analyze the mechanical behavior, the
earthquake resistance and durability.
Three claddings with Smart-Up.

Stress field of cladding under the
influence of wind action and weight of
snow
Examples of complex cladding of UHPC with 3 cm thick : Flon District in Lausanne ( Switerland )

Photovoltaic cladding prototype and deformation with UHPC in the European project Conipher

Simulation of the base of a wind turbine
During the drying of concrete, the hydration of cement involves a strongly exothermic reaction. In massive
structures, the temperature can for example exceed 70 °C pointwise. This heat-up produces a degradation of the
structure: an important thermal gradient, shrinkage and a delayed ettringite formation.
Through its advance modeling of thermo-hydration, drying and shrinking in concrete, Code_Aster enables the
development of improved concrete formulations with a low hydration heat and a low shrinkage. The following
figures represent a thermal calculation for a wind turbine base.
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New member testimony
Solving aero-elasticity problems for wind turbines using open source
software
P.S. LUKASHIN, V.G. MELNIKOVA, S.V. STRIJHAK, G.A. SHCHEGLOV
BAUMAN MOSCOW STATE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY - RUSSIA
Due to the development of Wind Energy and construction of new wind farms in Russian Federation there is a
need for the solution of application-oriented problems and development of effective methods for calculation of
wind turbines elements. One presents the solving of aero-elasticity problems using open source software Open
FOAM and Code_Aster. The following example deals with the blade of a wind turbine, 61.5 meters long, both static
and dynamic aero-elasticity problems were solved and the calculation of the flow around the blade was done with
a subsonic air flow in Open FOAM. The calculation of the highly deformed shape of the blade was done in
Code_Aster.
The volume mesh consisting of hexahedral elements (about 400000 elements), for the calculation of flow around
the blade, is constructed in Open FOAM library. The finite-element mesh consisting of triangular shell elements
of first order (7714 elements), for the calculation of the deformed shape, is constructed in Salome-Meca.
The results of the calculation are provided in the form of fields for pressure and velocities; graphics for residuals
of pressure, velocity, turbulent viscosity; projections of aerodynamic force from time; diagrams of displacement
and stress; the values of pressure for two points for the surfaces and displacement of the tip of the blade from
time. The calculations are run using resources of UniHUB web-laboratory ISPRAS.

Benchmark for the numerical modeling of acoustics problems
P.S. LUKASHIN, M.I. SBOEVA, G.A. SHCHEGLOV
BAUMAN MOSCOW STATE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY - RUSSIA
The problems of mathematical modeling of acoustic fields play an important role in analyzing the loading of
spacecraft at launch and in finding means to reduce the negative influence of these effects. For the solution of
such problems, various software packages exist, such as MSC Actran, SysNoise and open source packages, for
example, Code_Aster, Elmer or BEM ++.
The results of these packages were compared with the finite element solution of Code Aster. The error of the
maximum value of the modulus of the complex pressure amplitude did not exceed 3%.
Comparison of the results of the analytical solution of test problems
with the results of numerical simulation shows that for solving
acoustics problems during course and diploma design both
commercial and open source software give approximately the same
acceptable error in the frequency range considered.
MSC Actran
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Code_Aster

III International Scientific and Practical Conference "Engineering Technologies of
MSC Software for Higher Educational Institutions"
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Code_Aster for seismic analysis
Multimodal pushover for reinforced concrete structures
QIN FANG – TRACTEBEL ENGIE
Seismic studies of Reinforcement Concrete (RC) structures are in usual practice based on either modal-spectral
or transient calculations and assumptions of linear behavior of materials: concrete, reinforcing steel.
On the other hand, design engineers’ needs are to control and assess as accurately as possible strength margins
in relation with these seismic computations methods, especially in seismic diagnostic and strengthening studies.
Therefore, what was expected by the study is the use of a rather simple method:
•
•
•

To account for the nonlinear behavior of RC structures;
To explore the practicability of multimodal pushover analysis;
To appreciate whether it provides “pertinent” results and compare them to results from other more refined methods.

FE modeling of nonlinear behavior of RC structures
Concrete

Steel

Method 1
GLRC_DM (equivalent module)
Method 2 BETON_REGLE_PR
GRILLE_ EXCENTREE
Method 3 ENDO_ISOT_BETON GRILLE_ EXCENTREE

Principle of pushover analysis
•

•
•
•

Balance of energy between seismic solicitation and dissipation capacity of the structure in the
nonlinear field.
• Seismic solicitation: ADRS spectrum (green).
• Dissipation capacity of the structure: Pushover curves (blue) obtained by “pushing” the
model under the modal deformations in X, Y or Z directions.
The modal response of the structure in the nonlinear field is thus the intersection of the two
curves.
Methods defined in standards (FEMA 273, ATC-40, EC8): monomodal pushover with limitations
• The neglect of the contribution of high frequency vibration modes;
• Biasing the results if fundamental mode is not preponderant.
Therefore, the Multimodal Pushover Analysis (MPA) is proposed:
• Modal analysis in 3 directions. Only the modes that exceed an effective modal mass threshold are retained;
• Pushover analysis on each retained mode;
• Determination of the modal results by overlapping the ADRS spectrum and the pushover curve (damping
approach);
• Combination of the modal results by CQC method.

Application on a real study case
• Modeling: BETON_REGLE_PR + GRILLE_EXCENTREE
• Computation time for multimodal pushover analysis: 10 days
• The application of the MPA remains costly in terms of both
time and computing resources. Its practicability, comparing
to a full nonlinear time history analysis on a nuclear type
structure remains questionable.
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Salome_Meca new application
Salome-Meca : for a platform correlation simulation / real time
BENOIT JOUAN – GANTNER INSTRUMENTS

Gantner instruments specializes in the manufacture of high performance measuring systems of electrical,
mechanical and thermal quantities in different domains: aerospace, energy, supervision of civil engineering
works, automobile … Since 2016 we strengthen our surveillance activities. This includes:
•
•
•

Distribution of libraries for accessing and visualizing data;
Interface to different business analysis platforms;
ability to use open-source tools such as Python or code_aster.

Thanks to Python, code_aster
can be plugged directly in the measurement / simulation / visualization loop
Near real time calculation is now possible on 2D models, beams, bars
(thermo-mechanical simulation on axisymmetric model on 1 CPU)
For larger models, real-time simulation is not yet possible
Linear model 102 180 nodes
Calculation of a thermal linear transient: 45s
Quadratic mesh: 412 435 nodes
Mechanical static calculation: 30 minutes
Model and the phenomenon studied is an obstacle to real-time tests /
calculations.

Project STAR
• Goal
To produce a proof of concept to illustrate the
technical feasibility of the real-time dialogue
between finite element calculation and
measurements
• Application
Implementation of a feed-forward correcting
loop on the test bench EUROPE for rotating
machines and wind turbines applications in the
future
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Perspectives for digital twins
Structural health monitoring based on site investigations,
instrumentation and computational modelling (digital twin)
SHAHROKH GHAVAMIAN - SIXENCE NECS
Several objectives
Assessment of existing constructions: safety margin and remaining lifetime
Monitoring program elaboration based on predictive modelling and expert interpretation requirements
Digital Twin: best estimate advanced 3D finite element modelling encountering for different physical
phenomena
Repair and retrofitting: cost benefit analysis, preliminary and detailed design

Data acquisition
Investigations / Instrumentation
Cracking, corrosion, displacement, strains,
vibration, temperature, leakage, …

MODELLING AND EXPERTISE

RECOMMANDATION

Modelling and expert

Repair / Retrofitting

Finite element method, linear and nonlinear modelling of construction materials
and soil, best estimate analyses, standard
verifications, simulation / reality
comparisons, expert opinion

Elaboration of various solutions,
cost/benefit evaluation and
optimisation, expert opinion,
design study, drawing, BIM

Dolphin advanced structural analysis (Australia)
Residual Load Capacity Assessment of a highly degraded structure using best
estimate finite element modelling (3D and non linear behaviour)

Significant aging related
damage
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